## Boys Soccer Schedule 2018

**Game Time:** 4:30 p.m.

### First Day of Practice
- February 12

### February 26
- Open

### February 28
- ATMS at NAMS
- SAMS at NERMS
- SWRMS at SERMS
- UMS at RMS

### March 5
- SERMS at NAMS
- NERMS at UMS
- SWRMS at ATMS
- RMS at SAMS

### March 7
- SAMS at SWRMS
- SERMS at RMS
- UMS at NAMS
- NERMS at ATMS

### March 12
- RMS at NAMS
- NERMS at SWRMS
- ATMS at SERMS
- UMS at SAMS

### Scrimmage Dates
- February 21-23 (max of 2)

### March 14
- SWRMS at RMS
- SAMS at ATMS
- SERMS at UMS
- NAMS at NERMS

### March 19
- RMS at NERMS
- UMS at ATMS
- NAMS at SWRMS
- SERMS at SAMS

### March 21
- SWRMS at UMS
- NERMS at SERMS
- SAMS at NAMS
- ATMS at RMS

### Boys Soccer Tournament
- March 26 at Higher Seed
- Semi-Finals March 27 @ NAMS
- Finals March 28 @ NAMS
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